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Abstract. Message ferrying (MF) scheme is a scheme to restore a Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) from partitioning. Despite of eﬀectiveness, it suﬀers from long delay caused by the poor design of ferry route.
The Message Ferry Route (MFR) problem has been studied to minimize
this drawback of MF schemes. In this paper, we argue that an adaptive
way of constructing the ferry route would be more practical and eﬀective.
We thus deﬁne the Adaptive MFR (aMFR) problem with more general
and realistic assumptions, and propose a new scheme for adaptive message ferrying. The proposed scheme adopts the Shortest Process Time
First (SPTF) rule for the Job Sequencing Problem (JSP), to construct
ferry routes and is referred to as AMFeR. From simulations, we show
that AMFeR can shorten the average message delay. With its simplicity and distributed nature, AMFeR is a suitable solution for partition
restoration of MANETs.
Keywords: Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET), Message Ferry, Ferry
Route, Message Delay.

1

Introduction

A Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) is a kind of mobile wireless network, which
is a collection of mobile hosts connected through wireless channels. The hosts of
a MANET are usually called nodes while direct connections between the nodes
are referred to as links. A node in a MANET exchanges messages with other
nodes as a terminal and forwards the messages as an intermediate routers at the
same time. The routing path of a message in a MANET is formed by a collection
of mobile nodes. Messages are forwarded hop by hop.
While mobility of nodes enables the network to span over a large area, it also
causes a highly dynamic topology, which is a major challenge in the applications
of MANETs. When a node moves out of another’s communication range, the
link between them breaks. The entire message routing path may be destroyed
by this broken link. This possibility of link breakage may split nodes into parts
(components) between which no possible path exists. This in turn may result in
packets not being able to reach their destinations. We refer this phenomenon as
network partitioning. Each isolated component of a network is referred to as a
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partition of the network. The partitioning problem makes a critical strike on ad
hoc routing because most protocols typically assume that the network is always
connected. To enhance the reliability and conserve energy, partitioning should
be prevented in MANETs.
Various approaches have been proposed in recent years for the MANET survivability and restoration. One of them, namely the Message Ferrying (MF)
scheme [10], uses special nodes as ferries to deliver messages across partitions of
a MANET. With MF scheme, despite the fact that the nodes in a MANET are
partitioned, the ferries restore the connection by moving from one partition to
another. However, ferries’ movement consumes considerable amount of energy
and time, causing long message delay in the network. These drawbacks of MF
scheme can be minimized by optimizing the route on which each ferry moves.
In [10] Zhao et al. formulated the Massage Ferry Route (MFR) problem and
adapted solutions from the well studied Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). In
[8], inter arrival times of areas are used to construct the ferry routes. In all these
works, the ferry does not change its route when it moves in the network, making
its route static. We will show in this paper why such a static solution of MFR
will not be optimal and an adaptive scheme would be preferred.
Some other existing works such as [5] do consider the destination of each
message when constructing the ferry routes. However, the location and movement information, such as coordinates, speed and directions of other nodes are
needed to construct the ferry routes. This need of collaboration between nodes
and ferries makes these schemes costly in energy consumption and bandwidth
usage. Moreover, under the assumption that the network is partitioned, such
information may not be available to the ferries. Thus, the route could not be
determined eﬀectively. Hence, localized schemes would be preferable.
In this paper we redeﬁne the MFR problem in an adaptive context, as a new
problem referred to as the Adaptive Message Ferry Route (aMFR) problem. A
new scheme, namely AMFeR is also proposed for this problem. As opposed to the
existing schemes, AMFeR is adaptive in the sense that it only decides the next
segment of the route based on the traﬃc in the network. We adpot the Shortest
Process Time First (SPTF) rule from the Job Sequencing Problem (JSP) and
deﬁne a selection factor to construct the ferry route. This allows a ferry to
change its route adaptively in respond to the traﬃc. Moreover, AMFeR is a fully
localized scheme that does not incur any additional communication among nodes
in the network. Our simulation shows that AMFeR can eﬀectively shorten the
average message delay in the network as compared to existing schemes.
The remaining parts of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 states the
assumptions we make in this work and deﬁnes the aMFR problem. In Section 3,
we describe our observations concerning the aMFR problem. These observations
lead us to our solution to the problem, namely the AMFeR scheme, which will
be introduced in Section 4. Our simulation results are discussed in Section 5.
Finally, we conclude this paper with Section 6.
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Problem Formulation

The route of a ferry in MF scheme is usually deﬁned by a series of points referred
to as waypoints. The ferry stops on each of these waypoints and moves towards
the next one according to a given sequence. The line segment connecting each
pair of consecutive waypoints is referred to as a leg of the route. In most of
the existing works, the sequence of waypoints does not change its order once
being constructed, and is thus referred to as a static route. Moreover, since the
solution of TSP is usually adapted for route construction, the route is a cycle in
the topology graph, where no waypoint repeats. The time needed to ﬁnish one
cycle of the static route is the length of the route.
In this paper, we aim to construct an adaptive route for the ferry. It is adaptive
because the sequence of waypoints changes over time according to the messages
being transmitted in the network. Also, we allow the route to be a walk instead of
a cycle, where waypoints may repeat. In this section, we discuss the assumptions
and notations used in this paper, and then deﬁne the adaptive Message Ferry
Route (aMFR) problem.
2.1

Assumptions and Notations

The original Message Ferry Route (MFR) problem is deﬁned in [10] with two
fundamental assumptions:
– the nodes are stationary and their positions are known to the ferry;
– the traﬃc between two given nodes can be estimated prior to constructing
the ferry route.
These assumptions can hardly be met in a typical MANET, where nodes move
around and the traﬃc can hardly be predicted. Therefore, in this paper, we
target to consider a more practical scenario, where:
– the nodes are mobile;
– the traﬃc in the network is randomly variant and is thus not predictable.
The MANET of our interest has n mobile nodes and f ferries. We assume the
network is partitioned to k components, each of which forms a cluster with
a chosen Cluster Head (CH). In order to simplify the problem, we restrict the
movement of a CH inside a circular area, namely the Head Zone (HZ). The radius
of HZ equals to the communication range of the nodes, denoted as r, as shown
in Fig. 1. The center of HZ of cluster i is denoted as point Ci , 1 ≤ i ≤ k. We
use ij to denote the time taken by a ferry to travel from Ci to Cj , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k.
We note that ij is a positive real number. We say cluster i and j are neighbors
unless ij = ∞, which means the ferry cannot move directly from cluster i to
cluster j.
We assume the movements, splitting and combinations of the clusters are all
handled by some clustering scheme so that the CH is aware of any change of the
cluster members, i.e. CH works as a proxy between the cluster members and the
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ferry. There are many existing clustering schemes which can be adopted, such
as [9], for this purpose.
By the above deﬁnitions and assumptions, if a ferry stops at Ci , it is able
to communicate with the CH of cluster i. The ferry only need to communicate
with CH s to deliver the messages to other nodes. The route of ferry, denoted
as R, will be a sequence of HZ centers (Ci ’s), each of which is equivalent as a
waypoint.
Moreover, since nodes in the same cluster are connected, we can use normal
MANET routing protocols such as AODV or DSR for the communication between a CH and its members. We note that the delay incurred by the message
transmission within a cluster (intra-cluster communication) is much smaller than
between diﬀerent clusters (inter-cluster communication), and is also less relevant
to the ferry route. As a consequence, intra-cluster communication will be omitted
in our following discussion.
2.2

Objective

In [10], the objective function of the original MFR problem is deﬁned to minimize:

R
bij δij
1≤i,j≤k

,
(1)
ΔR =
bij
1≤i,j≤k
R
where bij is the average traﬃc from i to j, and δi,j
is the time spent by the ferry
R
to travel from i to j on the static route R. Δ is thus the weighted average of
R
delay incurred by route R. We note that δi,j
is the time spent on traveling on
R
the route, and thus Δ is referred to as the traveling delay on route R.
We should also note that before the messages are collected by the ferry, they
need to wait at their sources for certain amount of time. This kind of delay is not
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counted in the traveling delay. We refer to this amount of time spent on waiting
at source as the waiting delay.
The waiting delay is not taken into account in the objective function of MFR.
This is because for a static route, waiting delay is always bounded from above
by the length of route R, denoted as δ R . If the traﬃc is uniform, the expected
value of waiting delay is ﬁxed at δ R /2.
However, since we have assumed that the traﬃc is not uniform and unpredictable, bij could not be determined beforehand. We could not use Eqn. 1 to
measure the delay under our new assumptions to the aMFR problem. In addition, because we use an adaptive route, the length of the route is not ﬁxed. This
in turn imply that the upper bound and the average value of the waiting delay
for a static route is not applicable in this case. Due to these facts, we need to
measure the delay for each message to compute the overall delay.
Assume within time duration (0, t], there are m messages to be transmitted
by the ferries. The size of message h (1 ≤ h ≤ m) is μh , and its source and
destination cluster are denoted as sh and dh respectively. The delay (δh ) of the
message h is comprised of two parts, namely waiting delay (ωh ) and traveling
delay (τh ).
After the CH receives messages from other cluster members, it needs to ﬁrstly
wait for a ferry to come in contact with it. This amount of time spent for waiting
the ferry is ωh . The weighted average waiting delay (Δω ) of all the messages is
given by
m

μh ωh
Δω = h=1
.
(2)
m

μh
h=1

Next, the ferry will move from Csh to Cdh on its chosen route, incurring the
traveling delay τh . However, since the route adapts to traﬃc and changes dynamically, τh may not be equal to τg , for any two given messages h and g which
have the same source and same destination. The weighted average traveling delay
(Δτ ) of all the messages is taken as
m


Δτ =

μh τh

h=1
m


.

(3)

μh

h=1

The overall delay of message h, δh = ωh + τh . The weighted average overall delay
of the messages is thus
m


Δ=

m


μh δh

h=1
m

h=1

=
μh

h=1

μh (ωh + τh )
m


= Δω + Δτ .

(4)

μh

h=1

The objective of aMFR problem is to ﬁnd an adaptive route with Ci as waypoints
to minimize Δ.
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Observations

We could make the following observations from the aMFR problem:
– It’s infeasible to find the optimal adaptive ferry route in the aMFR
problem. The complexity of the aMFR problem can be reduced when we
only consider Δω or Δτ . When we neglect the waiting delay and assume that
only one cluster transmits messages, the aMFR problem can be reduced to
the weighted Minimum Latency Problem (MLP), which is known to be a
MAX-SNP-hard problem [4]. Generally, there is no polynomial time approximation scheme for MAX-SNP-hard problems [1]. Even for a more simpliﬁed
scenario, where μi is constant and the traﬃc is uniform among the clusters,
the problem reduces to the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), which is still
NP-hard. On the other hand, if we neglect the traveling delay and consider
only the waiting delay, the problem is in fact still a NP-hard variation of
TSP, namely Prize Collecting TSP (PCTSP) [3]. Therefore, it is highly unlikely that we could construct an optimal adaptive ferry route in polynomial
time.
– A static route can not be the optimal solution. This is because in
the network, traﬃc may not be constant and uniform all the time. If some
cluster i receives messages more frequently than others, it will be a waste
of time to visit all the other clusters before returning to cluster i, which is
what will take place with a static route. Moreover, due to the nature of the
MANET tasks, such as area exploration or surveillance, the frequency and
sizes of messages may vary over time. A static route could not adapt itself
to such changes.
– The key to finding a suitable route is to determine the next leg.
The ferry stops to deliver and collect messages to/from a CH after each
leg. Therefore, we do not need to plan the route beyond the next leg, as
the future legs should be dynamically determined according to the messages
that a ferry will collect in the future and are not unveiled to the ferry yet.
Therefore, if a scheme can produce the next leg eﬀectively, it will oﬀer a
good solution to the aMFR problem.
Based on the above observations, we propose to use a new scheme namely AMFeR to choose the “best”1 CH among all the neighbors as the next waypoint of
the ferry to form the dynamic ferry route.

4

The AMFeR Scheme

4.1

JSP and the SPTF Rule

In the Job Sequencing Problem (JSP) [2] of a single machine, we need to ﬁnd
the optimal sequence of a series of jobs j with weight2 lj and process time pj to
minimize the average delay of these jobs given by:
1
2

As the most suitable waypoint in a adaptive ferry route to minimize Δ.
Larger lj represents higher importance and vice versa.
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(5)

Smith proved in [7] that the optimal solution to JSP can be produced by following
the Shortest Process Time First (SPTF) rule:
– SPTF Rule: Sequencing the jobs in order of non-decreasing ratio pj /lj
produces an optimal schedule to minimize Δjsp .
Comparing Eqn. 5 with Eqns. 2, 3 and 4, we can observe that the objective
functions in JSP and aMFR are similar (details will be discussd in the next
Section). Hence SPTF would be a useful tool in constructing adaptive ferry
route. In this paper, to ensure that the equations that we derive in the next
Section are well deﬁned, we deﬁne an inverse SPTF (iSPTF) rule:
– iSPTF Rule: To optimally sequence the jobs in JSP, the job with highest
lj /pj value should be chosen ﬁrst.
It is easy to see that iSPTF is logically equivalent to SPTF. They are both able
to solve JSP optimally.
4.2

AMFeR

In the aMFR problem, we may interpret the event that the ferry goes to a
destination cluster j as job j. Assuming the ferry is currently at cluster i, we
could say that the required processing time of job j is the traveling time from
cluster i to cluster j, i.e. ij , which is similar to pj in the JSP.
In order to apply the iSPTF rule, we need to determine the weight lj of these
jobs. We note in JSP, the weight of a job indicates the how much each job
contributes to the objective function Δjsp . In contrast, job j contributes in both
Δω and Δτ in the aMFR problem.
The contribution of job j to Δω is based on the size of the messages that a
ferry collects when it visit cluster j. We deﬁne the total size of these messages as
Ms=j . On the other hand, job j also contributes to Δτ by delivering the messages
with destinations in cluster j. We denote the total size of messages delivered by
the ferry in job j is denoted as Md=j . Therefore, the overall contribution of job
j to the objective function Δ is Ms=j + Md=j . We use this value as the weight
of job j (like lj in JSP). Then we can choose the cluster with maximal ratio of
(Ms=j + Md=j ) /ij as the next waypoint of the adaptive route according to the
iSPTF rule.
We also note that the aMFR problem and JSP are still two diﬀerent problems.
This is due to the fact that in the aMFR problem, ij varies with the ferry’s
location (cluster i), while in JSP pj is constant. Therefore iSPTF may not provide
the exact optimal solution to the aMFR problem. However, since we are not
interested in the entire route but the next leg, we believe the iSPTF rule still
provides a good indication of which cluster should be the next waypoint.
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Table 1. Algorithm for AMFeR
arrive(cluster i, time Φ){
initialize Fj , Ms=j and Mτ to 0 for all j
deliver messages to cluster i
for each message h collected from cluster i do
store message h

+ = μh
compute Ms=i
for each undelivered message h do
compute Md=dh + = μh
for each cluster j do
M  s=j
(Φ
φj
Ms=j +Md=j
ij

compute Ms=j =

}

%Step 1%

%Step 2%
%Step 3%

+ ij − φj )

compute Fj =
for all the clusters do
ﬁnd jmax of which Fjmax is the maximum
arbitrarily break ties
set φi = Φ
move to the next waypoint Cjmax

%Step 4%

We still need to compute Ms=j and Md=j . Md=j depends only on the messages
collected by the ferry and not yet be delivered, i.e. the stored messages. The ferry
can ﬁnd the exact value of Md=j by going through its storage to calculate

Md=j =
μh ,
(6)
h|dh =j

where h is the id of the message.
However, Ms=j is unveiled only after the ferry has arrived at cluster j. Hence
we have to project its value. We use Φ to denote the current time and φj as the
time of the most recent arrival of the ferry at cluster j (φj < Φ). The total size

of messages previously sent from cluster j is denoted as Ms=j
. The average data
M

rate during (0, φj ] is thus φs=j
. If the ferry goes from cluster i to cluster j in
j
the next leg, it will arrive at Cj at time Φ + ij . The messages waiting at cluster
j are accumulated from time φj to (Φ + ij ). Their total size is predicted as
Ms=j =

M  s=j
(Φ + ij − φj ) .
φj

(7)

Using Eqns. 6 and 7, we can deﬁne a selection factor F as

Ms=j + Md=j
Fj =
=
ij

h|dh =j

μh +


Ms=j
φj

ij

(Φ + ij − φj )
(8)

for each cluster j. Cluster with maximal Fj will be chosen as the next waypoint
of the route by iSPTF rule. Ties can be broken arbitrarily.
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Lemma 1. The complexity of algorithm arrive is O (k + m).

of current
Proof. Step 1 in arrive updates the collected messages size Ms=i
cluster (cluster i). Since the total number of messages is m, Step 1 takes O (m)
time in the worst case. In Step 2, the algorithm goes through the ferry’s storage
to calculate the accumulated size of messages Md=dh that will be delivered to
cluster dh . This also takes at most O (m) time. In Step 3, the projected size of
messages Ms=j waiting at each cluster is calculated. It will takes O (k) time. To
ﬁnd the maximal selection factor Fj in Step 4, another O (k) time is required.
The overall complexity for algorithm arrive is thus O (k + m).



We note the complexity of algorithm arrive is much lower than almost all the
known TSP schemes. Moreover, being a fully localized scheme, AMFeR is very
suitable to the MANETs where the resources are limited.

5

Simulations Results

In the simulations, we randomly generate the network topology and traﬃc to test
the eﬀectiveness of AMFeR and compare with existing MFR solutions, namely
TSP route and approximate TSP route.
We model k clusters distributed in a 200m by 200m area. The number of nodes
in each cluster is a uniform random integer in the interval [5, 20]. A group of f
ferries are used in the MANET. The communication range of the nodes and the
ferries is 5m. We require each pair of HZ centers be at least 20m apart to ensure
that the network is partitioned. The ferries move at a speed of 10m/s. Ferry
routes are constructed using AMFeR and TSP (with HZ centers as waypoints).
It is well-known that TSP is a NP-hard problem, where optimal solution can
not be found within polynomial time. We use brute force to ﬁnd the optimal TSP
route in the simulation. However it would only be feasible to use approximate
TSP route for the ferries in practise. To reﬂect this fact, we also use the Improving
Search Algorithm [6] to ﬁnd an approximate solution to TSP as a feasible route.
Both optimal and approximate TSP routes are static and are used as benchmarks
to compare with AMFeR.
The network traﬃc can be described by the average size of the messages and
the expected time duration between the generation of two consecutive messages
at a source. The latter parameter is referred to as the message inter arrival
time. Since the intra-cluster communication is omitted, we consider each CH as
a source of the traﬃc. We use NS-2 to simulate the traﬃc in the network. Two
traﬃc patterns are considered, namely uniform traﬃc and non-uniform traﬃc.
In uniform traﬃc pattern, the message inter arrival time ﬁxed at 25sec and
and the average size of messages is 100kb for all clusters. However, as we stated in
Section 3, uniform traﬃc may not be realistic for most applications in MANETs.
Therefore we use random numbers to control the expected inter arrival time and
average size of the messages in non-uniform traﬃc pattern, as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2(a) depicts the expected message inter arrival time of 3 clusters, one of
which has uniform traﬃc, another two has non-uniform traﬃc which changes its
expected inter arrival time every 25sec with a probability of 0.2.
The values of message size in both traﬃc patterns are plotted in Fig. 2(b).
Cluster 1 represents a cluster with uniform traﬃc pattern while cluster 2 and 3
are with non-uniform traﬃc pattern, in which the size of a message is generated
using a Gaussian distribution. For each cluster, the mean value of the Gaussian
distribution is a random number drawn from the interval [10kb, 300kb].
To show the performance of the MFR schemes in diﬀerent scenarios, we assign
diﬀerent values to k and f . For each scenario, we generate a total number of 10000
messages to calculate their weighted average delay according to Eqns. 2, 3 and
4. The results are plotted in Fig. 3 and 4. In each ﬁgure, the results are shown as
a group of vertical bars. The upper part of each bar shows the length of average
waiting delay Δω , and the lower part corresponds to the traveling delay Δτ . As
a result, the entire bar length shows the overall average delay Δ of the scheme.
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Fig. 3 shows the performance of the three ferry route schemes with diﬀerent
numbers of clusters, which increases from 5 to 20. A single ferry is used in these
scenarios. For both uniform (Fig. 3(a)) and non-uniform (Fig. 3(b)) traﬃc, AMFeR outperforms the other two schemes by having much lower average delays.
With increasing number of clusters, the ferry may need to stop at more clusters before reaching the destination, which results in longer waiting delay and
traveling delay for all the schemes with both traﬃc patterns. The diﬀerence in
traveling delay of the schemes are much larger with non-uniform traﬃc pattern,
as shown in Fig. 3(b). This is because in AMFeR the route is generated dynamically according to the traﬃc and thus shorten the traveling delay. However, the
waiting delay of AMFeR also increases to a higher value in the non-uniform trafﬁc scenario as compared to the uniform traﬃc case. This is because we projected
the value of Ms=j to construct the route. With non-uniform traﬃc pattern, this
projection will become less accurate, causing a higher waiting delay.
We also vary the number of ferries to obtain Fig. 4. Ferries are randomly
allocated at one of the total 10 clusters initially. We note that AMFeR is a fully
distributed scheme; so no collaboration is needed among the ferries. Each ferry
can decide its route locally. The increase in ferry number does not aﬀect the
complexity of AMFeR scheme at all.
From Fig. 4, we can see the ferry number has diﬀerent impacts on the waiting
and traveling delays. The traveling delay drops to a lower value with increasing
ferry number only when AMFeR is used. For TSP and approximate TSP routes,
no signiﬁcant change in Δτ can be observed. This is because when the same static
route is used, the delay of a message only depends on the distance between its
source and destination on the route, and is not dependent on the number of
ferries. Therefore once the static route is constructed, the traveling delay of
messages will not change due to the change in ferry number. On the other hand,
when AMFeR is used, the ferries deﬁnes their own route based on the messages
they are carrying. The traveling delay of a message can be shortened if there
are fewer messages carried by the same ferry. Time can be thus saved. As the
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number of ferries increases, fewer messages will be carried by each of them, and
the average traveling delay is thus further decreased.
On the other hand, the waiting delay drops for all 3 schemes when more ferries
are deployed in the MANET. This is because even when a static ferry route (TSP
or approximate TSP) is used, a cluster can be visited more frequently by the
ferries when we use more ferries in the network. The time for which the messages
have to wait at the CH is thus shortened. More speciﬁcally, if the value of waiting
delay is Δω when a single ferry is used, the value decreases to approximately
Δω /f when f ferries are deployed. Similar result can be observed with AMFeR.
In all the scenarios, the overall delay in AMFeR is signiﬁcantly lower than
other schemes. The results show that ferries using adaptive ferry route deliver
the messages faster than those using static route. AMFeR is an eﬀective ferry
route scheme in partition restoration in MANETs.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, a problem of constructing message ferry route is addressed. We
study the existing Message Ferry Route (MFR) problem and deﬁne an adaptive
version of the problem (aMFR), which is believed to be more practical to real life
applications as compared to the original deﬁnition. We propose AMFeR as a solution to the aMFR problem. In AMFeR, we used a similar concept from the Job
Sequencing Problem (JSP) and deﬁned a selection factor to construct the ferry
route adaptively. From our simulations, we show that AMFeR eﬀectively reduce
the overall delay as compared to the existing solutions. Moreover, as AMFeR is
a fully distributed scheme with little computation and storage complexity, it is
a suitable solution for partition restoration in MANETs.
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